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Why must we think about mobile payments in a new way

"

It's true – the consumer
is the key to success. But many
assumptions about consumers
are wrong and misleading.

If we do not approach
the topic in a systematic way, we
are only destined to lose
and build systems that
fail before they begin.
Just like up to now.

"
Why must
we think
about mobile
payments in
a new way
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One thing beforehand: Mobile payments will
be the future, as sure as death and taxes.
Consumers want it and, at a certain point
during the next few years, somebody will
offer a mobile payment system to them that
will be a tremendous success. This will result
in a tectonic shift of market power for many
traditional industries. The effects will be
huge. Firstly, it will hit the retail industry and
banks.
You smirk? Feel free to. Nobody likes
disruptive effects when he feels he's
currently in a secure position.
I predicted a similar effect for mobile
services in general ten years ago and mobile
operators smirked. Until, a couple of years
later, Steve Jobs and then Eric Schmidt
blasted the telcos' leading role in mobile.
Until, recently, Mark Zuckerberg (almost 30,
by the way!) humiliated them at their very
own congress in Barcelona.

Spring 2014, Harvard, 300 major US payment
experts, amongst them the inventor of the
ATM and representatives of the old and new
parts of the payment industry, are seated on
the dark wooden church benches of Sanders
Theatre at Annenberg Hall and hear a legend
say: "I have been working in virtually every
industry, but this is so confusing." On stage,
they could see Michael E. Porter giving his
keynote – talking about mobile payments
and the revolution of payment processes.
More than a decade of failed practitioners
have made m-payments arrive at the very
top of business research. Wow!
My own standing, too, after 12 years of
market experience, plus a Ph.D. and a
second Ph.D. ("habilitation") in mobile
business, felt much better than in 2001.

Of course, you are right: More than 15 years
of mobile payment history in Western
countries do not really look like the harbinger
of a revolution but rather resemble a failed
state. In a lot of details, by the way.
However, one thing at a time.

Two personal moments
Autumn 2001, a nameless university town in
Germany, my very first conference as a Ph.D.
researcher: "Mobile payments, really? Is
that a research topic?" It was an established,
middle-aged information systems professor
who had just asked me for the topic of my
Ph.D. research. He did not try very hard to
hide his disdain. Perhaps most surprising of
all: Strategic thinking – the natural core of
virtually everything in my former 12-year
career as an army officer – did not seem to
be in demand for young researchers. Just
like in the industry dealing with mobile
payments – but at the time I wasn't aware of
this either.
Change of scene.

Maybe Michael Porter – probably the most
influential business professor in the world
and godfather of the systematical approach
to strategic competitive advantage – does
not read my academic papers or those of my
colleagues anyway. Or those of other
business informatics researchers. Too much
detail. And especially not those in the
German language.
I had the chance to talk to him privately later:
our research could explain a couple of those
things he mentioned as confusing, and, on
the strategic level, I received some
interesting impulses for my mobile payment
activities from him. But that is a topic for
later.
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What is mobile payment(s) ?
The media are always asking good
questions. The two major ones that they,
including the New York Times, keep asking
me are: "Why isn't it working?" and "When
will mobile payments arrive finally?" Let us
start with question one.
Or better with question zero, which is rarely
asked: What actually is mobile payment(s)?
And: What isn't?
Whereas this may sound like an academic
subtlety, it is in fact the start of a systematic
understanding of the problem. The key to
the success of a mobile payment scheme is
the consumer. If, for instance, nothing
changes for the consumer, it's not a mobile
payment – no matter how good the system
might be and how much sense it makes. This
is, for example, true for iPhone/iPadaccepted card payments with Square or
iZettle. If you prefer an exact definition:
"Mobile payments are a type of payment
transaction processing in which the payer uses
mobile communication techniques in
conjunction with mobile devices for initiation,
authorization, or completion of payment."

You might argue about this definition and
about what it excludes, but it has had (in
spite of a small weakness that you have
surely spotted) a proven record since 2003
to be superior to any other definition.
Especially in practical applications.
Why? Because it separates the apples from
the oranges: It includes exactly those
schemes that follow a certain set of rules
which differs seriously from other payment
schemes. Because, thus, it localizes and
isolates the problem for us in a way that we
can conduct a reasonable analysis and solve
it. Academic research brings value to
practitioners if it thinks deeply through
something and enables much better results
than before. Or if it recognizes things that
others don't see (yet).
We can do both.
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By the way, the definition of m-payments
above comprises yesterday's good old
Paybox with a voice-/SMS-based system, as
well as today's smart watch with NFC or
tomorrow's data glasses, which enable you
to look at somebody or something and think
of the right amount in order to transfer your
Bitcoins by Bluetooth to him.
NFC tags stuck to cell phones are a
borderline case, but included. 2D barcodes
which are photographed or displayed by cell
phones are also clearly included. Although
both, compared to "true" mobile payments
are as sexy as a discount veggie burger
compared to a 10 oz. Angus Burger in the
best steakhouse in the US.

Why isn't it working up to now ?
I was asked early in 2008 to give a keynote
speech on mobile payments research for an
international m-commerce conference in
Glasgow. I summarized the status quo with
the title "The Mobile Payment Paradox –

Current Research Issues on Yesterday’s
Future Payment Instrument."
Ouch. That hurt a couple of people. Which
was the intention. But besides the punchline:
Is it really a paradox? And is the future of
mobile payments already behind us?
Neither of them is true.

It is just a very complex issue. And it looks
extremely easy. This combination is deadly
nowadays, where nobody keeps asking deep
questions and everybody has his verdict (and
his Powerpoint slides) ready before even
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understanding the full problem. It is a bad
time for any manager who wants do it in a
better way, as the hamster running-wheel
seems to be turning faster and faster in most
corporations.
And it requires strategic farsightedness,
maybe even cooperation between market
participants from one side and competition
from the other. But let's get back to
complexity.

When will mobile payments arrive ?
Mobile payment will not arrive in the year x,
even though some journalists and analysts
have kept pressing me for the last ten years
to give a four-digit number as a fixed prediction (and I am very happy that I resisted).
Mobile payment will arrive immediately
when somebody has understood the user
and comes up with a coherent system.
That will happen even if the existing market
participants continue blocking each other
with their various "control points."
You know it, I know it: When two people
quarrel, a third rejoices.
Did you notice something? We have seen
exactly the same development before, with
mobile apps and services in general.
"Nobody needs m-commerce" was a
widespread reaction to my book 10 years
ago. "We tried everything, customers just
don't want it," I was reproached.

There are two reasons making the problem
complex: Firstly, there is an unusually high
number of influence factors, namely all
influence factors for payment schemes as
well as all influence factors for mobile apps
and services – and those two groups
multiply themselves to the overall problem.
Secondly, in order to have real fun, most of
these influence factors are interdependent.

Almost right. In fact, customers didn't want
the bad and boring services of mobile
operators and device manufacturers.
However, for a good product, market and
customers were more than mature.
That is exactly the point at which mobile
payments find themselves today.

What does the customer want ?

With such a lot of determining factors and
interrelations (all of the arrows shown above
are real and proven), it is unrealistic to use a
nonanalytic approach. No engineer would
build a bridge or a car the same way most
companies develop m-payment systems
today. Not even a baggage handling system
for Heathrow airport.

Another favorite media question: How would
consumers like to pay?
There is only one correct answer: Not at all.

And thirdly, nobody, up to now, really
understands the user.

However, if somebody cares about the endcustomer at all, the major element of most
relevant studies are bar charts showing what
customers desire from a (mobile) payment
scheme. Of course, the result is always cost
– security – convenience. Basically right.
However, in 2014, this type of study from the
stone age of mobile research didn’t get you

The customer would like to have this
product or that service. And the payment
scheme should work in the least annoying
way possible. That's all. Sorry.
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very far. In fact, it directs you to the wrong
conclusions and misleads you when it comes
to the focus for the development of modern
payment systems.
So what makes consumers really tick? There
are a couple of simple truths and a couple
more complicated ones. Let's start with the
simple ones.
To get a customer to use your m-payment
you have to fulfill two different kinds of
conditions. Academics would distinguish
them as essential and commensurate
conditions. Let's just call them step 1 and
step 2.

step 1 and step 2 conditions. Instead, they
reflect his list of wishes, not the actual
influence on his behavior.
To identify that one is not so easy. We
developed and distinguished the basic
payment scenarios many years ago and, in
further studies, furnished them with concrete
use cases and examined the differing
customer behavior. These early studies, MP1
and MP2, with more than 14,000 participants,
gave us our clear edge in understanding
mobile customers. Even among researchers,
there are only few who have had the chance
to broaden and refine their understanding
and analysis tools over such a long time. (In
the mobile industry, there is even one single
example, Apple. Damned effective, by the
way.) A first complete picture resulted after
MP3 resolved some specific issues about the
acceptance of different mobile payment
service providers and about security, and
MP4 added a usability study with a special
focus on technological differences.
Usability always includes a bit of psychology,
by the way. That is why, under certain
circumstances, users accept a payment
scheme with more steps rather than one with
fewer steps. Did you guess that?

In step 1, you buy the admission ticket: The
customer considers your payment scheme
as generally suited for use. Step 1 conditions
are in a way like a football referee: If there is
a discussion about him, something went
wrong. Here, as a mobile payment service
provider, I just have to do my homework and
fulfill the minimum requirements. That is why
they are also called hygiene factors: There is
nothing to be won here.
In step 2, however, the decision is taken:
The customer prefers your payment scheme
to other means of payment, such as cash or
cards, and uses it on a daily basis.
The issue: Descriptive statistics (and that's
where most studies end) cannot distinguish
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Only on the basis of these experiences and
our wide-ranging other research in mobile
applications and services were we able in
the MP5, to develop a comprising formative
multivariate structural equation model which
scrutinizes the motivations and triggers of
consumer behavior in mobile payments in a
very precise way. And with clear findings.

How do customers really decide ?
The results (the picture is limited to the first
level) show basically three things.
Firstly: The users' perceived security of an
m-payment scheme is not a result of
technical characteristics, but relies almost
exclusively on trust in the mobile payment
service provider.
Secondly: Neither this perceived security,
nor the trust in the mobile payment service
provider trigger the use of an m-payment
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into oblivion. A prominent counterexample:
Starbucks showed that you can make it
happen. However, not every retailer is
Starbucks. Regardless what he's told on
Powerpoint slides.
Much discussed but virtually negligible:
the option for usage abroad. Further on,
exogenously, the configuration of the
payment scenario is strongly influencing
perceived usefulness.
The second step 2 factor, with ß = 0.2, is
expressiveness. This is a complex concept
that has a lot to do with psychology and
takes a similar line as perceived usefulness
for mobile services in general: The user
wants to express his personality by using a
certain device and/or service. You know this
effect from many car purchase decisions, for
instance.

However, there is an issue: If you are asking
consumers up front about integration of
payment with additional services , you will
get a neutral (for loyalty, ß = 0.07 with low
significance) or negative answer (everything
but loyalty, ß = -0.142, with high significance).
Because here, too, you cannot find the truth
at first glance. When it comes to innovative
services, customers do not know what they
(will) want.
That's why we placed this currently most
important issue to the center of a separate
study. It uses a different methodology and
shows profoundly how mobile payment
systems have to be built in order to be
successful today and tomorrow. MP6 results
will be ready in the early summer of 2014 –
our customers and seminar participants may
await eagerly for us to share them!

However, there is still the third factor, the
configuration of the payment scenario. Its
influence, with ß = 0.5, considerably exceeds
the two other factors together – while
additionally influencing one of them strongly
by a crosslink, perceived usefulness.

Which one is the major factor ?
The beginning of our considerations was
marked by the diagnosis: Paying is not fun.
Because afterwards, the money is gone.
Our minimum requirement was: The
payment process should be the least
annoying possible. Unfortunately, even this is
difficult. Not because it would be technically
impossible, but because, in most cases, your
own market power is not sufficient to build
the system completely in the desirable way.
But how much of a compromise is still
working?
We still have one ace in the hole; the
configuration of the payment scenarios as a
major influencing factor. The compensation
of deficits by firstly wooing the consumer
and then making the service indispensable to
him. The payment scenario (and this is true
for all five analytic payment scenarios) has to
be configured in a way that presses the right
customer buttons. That is possible.
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Until then, we wish you the main thing for
establishing a hugely successful m-payment
scheme: Getting the right combination of
strategic vision and perfectionist obsession
with details.
If you take an interest in our work, it would
be our pleasure to meet you in real life!
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Why mobile ?

"

If you don't have a mobile strategy,
you don't have a future strategy.
Eric Schmidt
CEO, Google
2011

"

"
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In a number of industries,
not mastering powerful
mobile business processes
will mean
being squeezed out of the market.
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